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Abstract 

A pebbling transformation is considered as the shifting of two pebbles from a vertex and the 

insertion of one of them onto an adjacent vertex, given a configuration of pebbles on the vertices 

of a connected graph G. The t-pebbling number,  ,Gft  of a simple connected graph G is the 
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smallest positive integer such that a sequence of pebbling moves can transfer t-pebbles to any 

target vertex for any distribution of  ,Gft  pebbles on G’s vertices. In this paper, we discuss the 

pebbling number, t-pebbling number and 2t-pebbling property for f
nF   graphs obtained from 

nF  by deleting f independent edges. 

1. Introduction 

Pebbling, introduced by Lagarias and Saks, has sparked a lot of interest. 

Chung [5] was the first to put it into the literature, and many others have 

followed suit, including Hulbert, who published an overview of graph 

pebbling [6]. Since Hulbert’s survey first appeared in graph pebbling, a lot 

has happened. Graph pebbling has been an important instrument for the 

conveyance of consumable resources for the past 30 years. Throughout this 

paper, we have considered a simple connected graph G. Let us denote G’s 

vertex and edge sets as  GV  and  ,GE  respectively. Consider a graph with 

a fixed number of pebbles at each vertex. One pebble is taken away and the 

other is placed on an neighbouring vertex when two pebbles are removed 

from a vertex. This process is known as a pebbling move. The pebbling 

number of a vertex v in a graph G is the smallest number  vGf ,  that allows 

us to shift a pebble to v using continuous pebbling move, regardless of where 

these pebbles are located on G’s vertices. In [1] the pebbling number is 

defined as “The pebble number,  ,Gf  is the maximum  vGf ,  over all the 

vertices of a graph”. 

A. Lourdusamy et al. in [1, 2] state that “The t-pebbling number of v in G 

is the lowest positive number,  ,, vGft  that can move t pebbles to v in all 

pebble configurations. The t-pebbling number  Gft  of a simple connected 

graph G is the maximum of  vGft ,  over all vertices v”. 

A. Lourdusamy et al. in [1] describe “When the total number of pebbles 

on a graph G at the beginning of pebble move is   ,12  qGft  and q is the 

number of vertices with at least one pebble, we can move t2 -pebbles to the 

target. In this case, we say that the graph G has the t2 -pebbling property”. 

Lourdusamy et al. [7], [1], [2], [3] showed that the n-cube graphs, the 

complete graphs, the even cycle graphs, the complete r-partite graphs, the 
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star graphs, the fan graphs and the wheel graphs have the t2 -pebbling 

property. The aim of this paper is to deal with t-pebbling number and t2 -

pebbling property for the deleted independent edges of fan graph .f
nf
  

2. Preliminaries 

For the basic definition of graph theory, the reader can refer to [2]. 

Definition 2.1. Consider the path .,,: 111  nn xxP   Then add an extra 

vertex 0x  to the path 1nP  and connect it to all of the path’s vertices. The 

graph obtained by this process is called fan graph and it is denoted by .nF  

Considering the fan graph ,nF  we construct the f
nf
  graph by deleting f 

independent edges. For convenience, we always assume that 

  0121 ,,,, xxxxFV n
f

n 
    and the independent edges of f

nf
  are 

124321 ,,,,,  nn xxxxxx   if n is odd and 234321 ,,,,,  nn xxxxxx   if n 

is even. 

Note 2.1. If n is even, then the graph f
nf
  will have 






 

2

1n
 edges and one 

singleton vertex 1x  on path 1nP  of the fan graph after deleting the f 

independent edges. All the edges and the singleton vertex will have a 

common vertex .0x  Hence, the edge set is 

   12320 ,,, 
  nnj

f
n xxxxxxFE   where .1,,2,1  nj   

 

Figure 1. n is even. 
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If n is odd, then the graph f
nf
  will have 






 

3

1n
 edges and two singleton 

vertices 1x  and 1nx on 1nP  path of the fan graph after deleting the f 

independent edges. The edge set of    23320 ,,, 
  nnj

f
n xxxxxxFE    

where .1,,2,1  nj   

 

Figure 2. n is odd. 

The following theorems and definitions are used to prove the theorems on 

section 3. 

Theorem 2.1 [7]. The t-pebbling number of a vertex v in a simple 

connected graph with n vertices where 4n  and a vertex v with the property 

of   1 nvd  is   .22,  ntvGft  

Theorem 2.2 [7]. The t-pebbling number of a path nP  is   .12  n
nt tPf  

Notation 2.1. Let us denote  xp  as the number of pebbles placed on the 

vertex x. This paper sometimes uses the destination vertex interchangeably 

with the target vertex. Throughout the paper, we use w to denote the target 

vertex. 

Remark 2.1. Consider graph G, which has a pebble configuration on its 

vertices. From G, we select a destination vertex w. We can easily shift a 

pebble to w if   1wp  or   ,2sp  where  .GEws   When w is the 

destination vertex, we consider that   1sp  and   0wp  for all  GEws   

because if the destination vertex has a pebble then there is nothing to 

discuss. 
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3. The Pebbling number for f
nf


 
graphs 

Theorem 3.1. Let f
nf
 be a simple connected graph. Then  f

nFf   is 1n  

where .4n  

Proof. Let the vertices of f
nf
  be  1210 ,,,, nxxxx   and the edge set 

be  1,2320 ,,,  nnj xxxxxx   where 1,,2,1  nj   for n is even and the 

edge set be  23320 ,,,,  nnj xxxxxx   for n is odd. When n is even, the 

graph f
nf
  has 






 

2

1n
 deleted edges, 






 

2

1n
 pairs of vertices, a singleton 

vertex and all these vertices have 0x  as a common neighbour. When n is odd, 

we have 





 

3

1n
 pairs of vertices, two singleton vertices, and all these 

vertices have 0x  as their common neighbour. To prove the necessary part, 

suppose we are given with n pebbles and fix 1x  as the target. By placing 

      3,0 101  nxpxpxp  and one pebble each on the remaining 

vertices, we cannot reach w. Hence, the pebbling number of   .1 nFf f
n  

Now we prove   .1 nFf f
n  Let C be any configuration of 1n  

pebbles. 

Case 1. Let w be .0x  Let   .00 xp  If   2jxp  where 

,1,,2,1  nj   then we can shift a pebble to w. 

Case 2. Let ,lxw   where .1,,2,1  nl   Let   .0lxp  

Subcase 2.1. If   20 xp  or   4jxp  for ,1,,2,1  nj   then we 

can transfer a pebble to w using one of these transmitting subgraphs  lxx ,0  

or  .,, 0 lj xxx  

Subcase 2.2. If   10 xp  or   3jxp  for all ,1,,2,1  nj   there 

exists some  jkxk   with   .3kxp  So  lj xxx ,, 0  gives a transmitting 

subgraph. 

Subcase 2.3. Let   00 xp  and   3jxp  where  ,1,,2,1  nj   
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then there exists at least one vertex kx  with   .2kxp  Further, if there 

exists at least 2 vertices kx  and mx  with   ,32  kxp  and   ,32  mxp  

then a pebble can be shifted from kx  to .0x  So  lm xxx ,, 0  is a transmitting 

subgraph. 

Case 3. Suppose there exists 2 pebbles adjacent to the target vertex of 1x  

or 0x  we can reach the target. Hence,  f
nFf   is ,1n  for both even and odd 

number of vertices of .f
nF   

4. The t-Pebbling number for f
nF   graphs 

Theorem 4.1. The t-pebbling number of f
nF  is   .34  ntFf f

nt  

Proof. Let us use the induction method on t to prove the theorem. The t-

pebbling number for the vertex 0x  be   .22, 0  ntxFf f
nt  Since, 

  ,10  nxd  thus, by Theorem 2.1 the result holds. Now let us find the t-

pebbling number for .1x  Let     14,0 11   txpxp n  and   1ixp  for 

each .2,,3,2  ni   Then we cannot reach w. Thus,   .34  ntFf f
nt  

Now let us prove   .34  ntFf f
nt  For ,1t  the result is true by 

Theorem 3.1. Let us assume that the result is true .1 tt   

Let ,kxw   where  ,1,,2,1  nk   and   .0wp  

Case 1. If   ,20 xp  we can transfer one pebble to the destination w. 

Then  034 xpnt   pebbles on the vertices of .f
nF   After moving one 

pebble to the target using 34  nt  pebbles, there will be at least 

       f
nt Ffntnnt 

 13143434  pebbles left on the 

vertices of .f
nF   Thus, 1t  additional pebbles can be shifted to w using 

induction on t. 

Case 2. Let   .10 xp  If there exists some  kjx j   and   2jxp  then 

we can transfer a pebble to 0x  using two pebbles of .jx  Which is sufficient to 

shift a pebble to w. Then using    jxpxpnt  034  pebbles 1t  more 

pebbles can be shifted to w. 
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Case 3. If   lxp k   where ,1 ltl   then  k
f

n xFp   

    .3434  nltlnt  By placing   34  nlt  pebbles on 

remaining vertices, we can shift lt   more pebbles to w. Hence, we have 

shifted tllt   pebbles to w by induction on t. 

Thus,   .34  ntFf f
nt  

Theorem 4.2. The graph f
nF 

 
satisfies the t2  pebbling property. 

Proof. The number of pebbles is denoted by p, while q represents the 

number of vertices having at least one pebble. Then we have the t2  pebbling 

property as   .12   qFfp f
nt  Note that we have   12  qFf f

nt  

  qntqnt  5281342  pebbles on the vertices of .f
nF   Let 

.528  ntQ  To move t2  pebble to the target w, we use induction on t. 

For 1t  by Theorem 3.2 holds. We assume 1t  and   .0wp  

Case 1. Let w be .0x  There are 1n  vertices which have at least one 

pebble on it and denote as q. Let the initial pebble be at least 

  11  nQnQQ  pebbles. 

Subcase 1.1. Let .58  tn  

Let us consider the configuration with at least 12 n  pebbles. If there 

exists      3, li xpxp  where  1,,2,1,  nli   and at least one vertex 

  5jxp  where  ,1,,2,1  nj   then we can shift a pebble to w. If this 

configuration does not exist then there exists one j such that   2kxp  for 

every jk   and   .4jxp  This particular distribution will have  22q  

            123262221  nxpnxpnxpnxp jjjj  

pebbles which a contradiction to the initial configuration of pebbles. As a 

result, we can shift two pebbles to w using  .jxp  Placing the remaining 

pebbles on 2n  vertices, we will have     22  nQnxpQ j  

      12212 11  



 qFfqQqFfxp f

nt
f

ntj  
pebbles. 

Using induction on  12, tt  more pebbles can be transferred to .0x  

Subcase 1.2. .58  tn  
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Assume that there exist   5jxp  where  1,,2,1  nj   or for some 

lk,  with      3, lk xpxp  where  1,,2,1,  nlk  then we can shift t2  

pebbles to w as in subcase 1.1. If we cannot shift 2t pebbles on w, then we 

assume that there exists   4ixp  where  1,,2,1  ni   Therefore, 

  2mxp  for all .im   

For this configuration, we will have exactly two pebbles each on 12 t  

vertices. Let .1 nq  If the configuration has maximum 22 t  vertices 

having exactly two pebbles each, then there will be at most    ixpt  222
 

         4231212  ii xpntnxpttq  pebbles. This is a 

contradiction. As a result, we will have one vertex with four pebbles and at 

least 12 t  vertices having exactly two pebbles each. Thus, t2  pebbles can be 

shifted to .0x  

Case 2. Let ,lxw   where  .1,,2,1  nl   Without loss of 

generality, assume that      .0, 10 xpxp  As ,2 nq  we begin with 

  382  ntnQQ  pebbles. 

Subcase 2.1. Let .68  tn  Let us initiate the pebble distribution with 

minimum 32 n  pebbles. If there is one   ,9kxp  where 

 1,,2,1  nk   or there exist      5, ij xpxp  where kikj  ,  or 

         3,,, mlji xpxpxpxp  where  1,,2,1,,,  nmlji   such that 

,,,, kmklkjki   then we can reach w. Otherwise, we may assume 

that there is one vertex with 8 pebbles. As a result, the remaining vertices 

will only have two pebbles each. Hence, there will be at most 

  62822821  qqq  pebbles. Since, ,2 nq  there will be 

  22622  nn  pebbles. This is a contradiction. So, by moving 4 

pebbles to 0x  we could shift 2 pebbles to w. In this distribution we use only 

eight pebbles and the remaining pebbles are not used. After this move, we 

will have   128 1  
 qFfqQ f

nt  pebbles which are not been 

transferred. 

By induction, using the remaining pebbles we could shift  12 t  more 

pebbles on w. 
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Subcase 2.2. .68  tn  

If there is one   ,9kxp  where  ,1,,2,1  nk   then we are done. If 

there are j and i with   5jxp  and   ,5ixp  then we reach the 

destination. If there are      ,3, ji xpxp  and   ,5lxp  where  

 ,1,,2,1,,  nlji   then we can reach the destination. If there are 

       3,, lji xpxpxp  where  ,1,,2,1,,,  nmlji   and   ,3mxp

then we reach the destination. Suppose not, let there be a vertex with 8 

pebbles and .2 nq  Then, we can put at most two pebbles each on 14 t  

vertices which are the remaining vertices after the distribution. Suppose, 

there exist exactly two pebbles each on at most 24 t  vertices a then there 

will be at most 34  nt  pebbles which is a contradiction to the initial 

configuration. Therefore, we have at least 2 pebbles each on 14 t  vertices 

and one vertex with 8 pebbles. Thus, we can shift t2  pebbles to .lx  
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